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In this paper, we propose a principled maximum a
posteriori (MAP) framework based on CRF [9] for
fusing the information of character recognition,
linguistic context and geometric context. CRFs are
undirected graphical models, which can effectively
capture the dependencies between characters, and
provide principled tools for parameter learning and
contextual recognition. Our experiments on the
Kondate database [5] demonstrate the superiority of
CRF based method over the normalized path criterion
based method.

Abstract
This paper describes an online handwritten
Japanese character string recognition system based on
conditional random fields, which integrates the
information of character recognition, linguistic context
and geometric context in a principled framework, and
can effectively overcome the variable length of
candidate segmentation. For geometric context, we
employ both unary and binary feature functions, as
well as the ones relevant and irrelevant to character
classes. Experimental results show that the CRF based
method outperforms the method with normalized path
evaluation criterion, and the geometric context benefits
the performance significantly.

2. CRFs for Character String Recognition
With the maximum a posteriori (MAP) criterion,
given a string pattern X, the string recognition problem
is to find the optimal segmentation S* and the
associated optimal label sequence Y* to maximize the a
posteriori probability P(S,Y|X):
(1)
( S * , Y * ) = arg max P ( S , Y | X ) ,

1. Introduction
Character string recognition is generally
accomplished by an integrated segmentation and
recognition approach due to the difficulty of character
segmentation [1]. Based on candidate segmentation,
the information of character recognition, linguistic
context and geometric context should be integrated for
path evaluation. Although various criteria have been
proposed [2], there still lacks a principled framework.
The path evaluation criteria can be roughly divided
into two types: summation [3-5] and normalization
[6,7]. The summation criterion approximates the joint
probability of the candidate segmentation and its string
class [4]. Since the joint probability is biased to short
strings, it tends to yield over-merging errors. In [5], to
overcome the effect of variable path length, each term
of the probability function is weighted by the segment
number of the candidate character. The normalized
criteria (summations divided by the path length) are
insensitive to path length, but with these criteria, the
dynamic programming (DP) search cannot guarantee
finding the optimal path. In [8], a conditional random
field (CRF) based method is proposed for word
recognition, in which the parameters are estimated by
maximizing the pseudo-likelihood (product of
likelihoods of cliques).
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( S ,Y )

With the integrated segmentation and recognition
approach, the input string X is over-segmented into a
sequence of primitive segments, and between each pair
of consecutive segments is a candidate segmentation
point. The start and end of string pattern are viewed as
two additional segmentation points. The segmentation
candidate lattice describes the related set of candidate
character patterns composed of consecutive segments.
The path from the start to the end in the lattice
represents a segmentation S of X, and Y is the label
sequence of the candidate characters on S [7].

2.1. CRFs on Segmentation Candidate Lattice
Let (s,t) denote a candidate character composed of
s segments between separation points t-s and t in the
lattice, and (s1,s,t) denote a pair of neighboring
candidate characters (s1,t-s) and (s,t). In our CRF based
method, (s,t) and (s1,s,t) correspond to single (one-site)
and pairwise (pair-site) cliques, respectively.
Compared to the neighborhood graph of traditional
CRF [9], in which variables are represented by nodes,
the edges in segmentation candidate lattice denote
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Let NX be the number of pairwise cliques, which is
a constant for a given string pattern X. Denoting the
character number (path length) of a segmentation path
S by L(S), from Eq. (2), the a posteriori probability of
(S,Y) can be written as

candidate characters. Fig.1 shows a string pattern, its
segmentation candidate lattice and corresponding
neighborhood graph with nodes represent candidate
characters.

P( S , Y | X )

Fig. 1. (a) Primitive segments, (b) A hypothesized
segmentation, (c) Candidate characters, (d)
Segmentation candidate lattice, and (e) The
corresponding neighborhood graph.
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E(Λ,S,Y,X) is the energy function:

1

E ( Λ, S , Y , X ) = −

character of (s1,s,t) is not on S. y1 and y denote the
labels of (s1,t−s) and (s,t), respectively. Z ( X ) is the
partition function defined as:
'
'

.
(3)
Z ( X ) =
Ψ
( s , s ,t ) ( y , y )
1

1
∏ Ψ ( s ,s ,t ) ( y1 , y)
Z ( X ) ( s1 ,s ,t )∈S 1

(6)

and f0(s1,s,t)(y1,y)=−1. Ψ(s1,s,t)(y1,y) is defined on
(s1,s,t)∈S, which means two candidate characters (s1,s,t)
are on the segmentation path and labeled as (y1,y), and
all the pairwise cliques {(s’1,s’,t’)|t−s≤t’−s’<t} belong to
S . Z(X) is the partition function, summated over all
possible combinations of segmentation and recognition:
(8)
Z(X ) =
Ψ
( y' , y' ) .

where Ψ ( s ,s,t ) ( y1 , y) denotes the potential function on
(s1,s,t), and ( s1 , s, t ) ∈ S means at least one candidate
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where

For a hypothesized segmentation-recognition (S,Y)
of X, from the definition of CRF, P(S,Y|X) can be
written as the normalized product of potential
functions:
P( S , Y | X ) =

=

K

∑ ∑λ

k

( s1 , s ,t )∈S k = 0

=−

K

∑ ∑λ

k

( s1 , s ,t )∈S k =1

f ( ks1 , s ,t ) ( y1 , y )

(9)

f ( ks1 , s ,t ) ( y1 , y ) + λ0 L( S )

which is used to measure the plausibility of (S,Y), and
the smaller is E(Λ,S,Y,X), the larger is P(S,Y|X). The
effect of λ0L(S) is similar to [3], where the path length
term is used to avoid over-merging errors in string
recognition. If λ0=0, Eq. (6) is formally equivalent to
the semi-Markov conditional random field [10].

1

Here we consider pairwise cliques only, and regard the
potential function on single clique (s,t) as contained in
the one on pairwise clique (s1,s,t).
Note that given a segmentation path S, only the
cliques on S are assumed to be characters, while the
others in the lattice are assumed to be non-characters.
So, if ( s1 , s, t ) ∈ S , at least one of y1 and y denotes non-

2.2. Parameter Learning
Denoting a training string sample by (Si,Yi,Xi)
(segmentation points and character classes labeled),
from the theory of energy-based model [11], training is
to find the optimal parameters by minimizing a loss
function, wherein the parameters are updated by
stochastic gradient decent [12]:
Λ (t + 1) = Λ (t ) − ε (t )∇ Λ L( S i , Y i , X i ) |Λ=Λ (t ) , (10)

character class. In Fig. 1, given the segmentation of Fig.
1(b), only the candidate patterns 4 and 3 are assumed
to be characters, and all the other ones are assumed to
be non-characters.
Define the potential functions on S as
⎧K
⎫
k

Ψ
=
(
y
,
y
)
exp
⎨∑ λk f ( s1 , s ,t ) ( y1 , y ) ⎬ , ( s1 , s, t ) ∈ S , (4)
( s1 , s , t )
1
⎩ k =1
⎭
where {fk(s1,s,t)(y1,y)} are feature functions on a pairwise
clique (s1,s,t), and Λ={λk} are weighting parameters.
Since non-characters have no class labels, we define
the potential functions on S as

,
(5)
Ψ
( s , s ,t ) ( y1 , y ) = exp {λ0 } , ( s1 , s , t ) ∈ S

where L(Si,Yi,Xi) denotes the per-sample loss, and ε(t)
is the learning step. The loss function is often the
negative log-likelihood (NLL) loss [11], which is a
convex function and guarantees global optimization by
gradient descent.
From Eq. (6), given a training sample (Si,Yi,Xi), to
maximize P(Si,Yi|Xi) is equivalent to minimizing
−logP(Si,Yi|Xi). The NLL loss is thus defined as

1

where λ0 is a parameter to be learned.
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LNLL ( S i , Y i , X i ) = − log P( S i , Y i | X i )
i

i

i

i

P(( s, t ), y ) =

(11)

= E (Λ, S , Y , X ) + log Z ( X )
whose partial derivatives with respect to the weighting
parameters are computed by
∂LNLL ( S i , Y i , X i )
k
= − ∑ f ( s1 , s ,t ) ( y1i , y i )
i
∂λk
( s1 , s ,t )∈S
+∑

∑

( S ,Y ) ( s1 , s ,t )∈S

P (( s1 , s, t ), ( y1 , y ))
=

k

f ( s1 , s ,t ) ( y1 , y ) P ( S , Y | X i )

( S ,Y ) ( s1 , s ,t )∈S

=

f ( s1 , s ,t ) ( y1 , y )

∑ ∑

f ( s1 , s ,t ) ( y1 , y ) P (( s1 , s, t ), ( y1 , y ))

( s1 , s ,t ) ( y1 , y )

=

( s1 , s ,t ) ( y1 , y )

∑

k

P( S , Y | X i )

( S ,Y )∈
{( S ,Y )|(( s1 , s ,t ),( y1 , y ))∈( S ,Y )}

k

where P((s1,s,t),(y1,y)) denotes the marginal probability
that (s1,s,t) is on the segmentation path and labeled as
(y1,y). For each clique (s,t) at the start of segmentation
path (t−s=0), P((s1,s,t),(y1,y)) is replaced by P((s,t),y),
which is the marginal probability that (s,t) is on the
segmentation path and labeled as y.
In [9], to calculate the partial derivatives with
respect to the weighting parameters, the feature
functions on single and pairwise cliques are associated
with unary and binary marginal probabilities,
respectively. For convenience, we consider just binary
probabilities (except for t−s=0) by regarding the
feature functions on single cliques as special ones on
pairwise cliques.
Similar to the linear-chain CRF [9], P((s1,s,t),(y1,y))
and P((s,t),y) can be calculated from the forward
variables α(s,t)(y) and the backward variables β(s1,t1)(y1).
α(s,t)(y) can be deduced recursively by
α ( s ,t ) ( y ) = ∑ Ψ ( s1 , s ,t ) ( y1 , y )α ( s1 ,t − s ) ( y1 ), ( s, t ) ∈ S (14)
s1 , y1

where α(s,s)(y)=Ψ(s,s)(y1,y) and the binary feature
functions on (s,s) are set as zero. β(s1,t1)(y1) can be
deduced backward:
β ( s1 ,t1 ) ( y1 ) = ∑ Ψ ( s1 ,s ,t1 + s ) ( y1 , y) β ( s ,t1 + s ) ( y), (s1 , t1 ) ∈ S (15)
s, y

where β(s1,T)(y1)=1 (T is the index of the last separation
point). With the forward and backward variables, the
partition function and the marginal probabilities are
calculated by
(16)
Z ( X ) = α ( y) = β ( y) ,

∑
s, y

( s ,T )

∑

(18)

In CRF, the feature functions are used to capture
the node attributes and local dependencies between
nodes. For character string recognition, the feature
functions evaluate the scores of isolated character
recognition and the compatibilities of linguistic context
and geometric context. The feature functions are unary
if defined on single cliques, and binary on pairwise
cliques. On the other hand, the feature functions are
class-relevant if dependent on character class (or class
pair), otherwise are class-irrelevant. So, there are
totally four types of feature functions: unary classrelevant, unary class-irrelevant, binary class-relevant
and binary class-irrelevant.
The output score of character recognizer on
candidate character patterns is a unary class-relevant
feature function. It is given by an MQDF classifier on
direction histogram features [7].
The linguistic context is measured using the
logarithm of bi-gram probabilities [7], which is a
binary class-relevant feature function.
On extracting unary geometric features from
character patterns, a QDF classifier is trained for
giving a unary class-relevant feature function. On
extracting binary geometric features from pairs of
character patterns, another QDF classifier (defined on
super character class pairs) is trained for giving a
binary class-relevant feature function. The unary
geometric features are identical to those in [7]. The
binary geometric features include the distance between
the upper bounds, lower bounds, upper-lower bounds,
lower-upper bounds, and horizontal center lines of two
neighboring candidate character patterns.
To derive a unary class-irrelevant geometric feature
function, the candidate character patterns are divided
into two classes depending on whether a segmentation
point is included (negative class) or not (positive class).
An SVM classifier trained to separate two classes has
its output as a unary class-irrelevant geometric feature
function. The geometric features used are identical to
those for unary class-relevant geometric feature
functions.
To derive a binary class-irrelevant geometric
feature function, geometric features are extracted from
pairs of consecutive segments, which are divided into

(13)

∑ ∑

.

2.3. Feature Functions

k

f ( s1 ,s ,t ) ( y1 , y ) P ( S , Y | X i )

1
Ψ ( s1 , s ,t ) ( y1 , y )α ( s1 ,t − s ) ( y1 ) β ( s ,t ) ( y )
Z(X )

(17)

With P((s,t),y) and P((s1,s,t),(y1,y)), the partial
derivatives of the NLL loss can be calculated and used
for gradient learning.

(12)

Note that in the second term, the summation is over the
segmentation-recognition paths and the pairwise
cliques on each path. This is equivalent to the
summation over all the pairwise cliques in the
segmentation candidate lattice and the segmentationrecognition paths traversing each pairwise clique:

∑ ∑

1
α ( s ,t ) ( y ) β ( s ,t ) ( y ) ,
Z(X )

( s,s)

s, y
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normalized criterion was also 5, while CRF can use DP
for path search.
In training, the string samples were processed
iteratively for five cycles in stochastic gradient decent.
The system was implemented in MS Visual C++ 6.0
and tested on a PC with AMD Dual Core 3800+ CPU.
Table 1 shows the effect of geometric context (f3-6)
and non-characters (f0) on string segmentationrecognition performance without and with linguistic
context (f2), fused by CRF. F1 is the segmentation
measure and CRR is the character recognition rate
[5,7]. We can see that the incorporation of geometric
context improves the character segmentation and
recognition accuracies remarkably in the case either
with or without linguistic context. On the other hand,
without the class-irrelevant geometric feature functions
(f5-6), the incorporation of non-character function (with
the path length term used in Eq. (9)) can improve the
system performance significantly. With f5-6, the path
length term has little effect. This indicates the classirrelevant geometric feature functions f5-6 help resist
the effect of string length variability.

two classes depending on whether a segmentation
point is included (positive class) or not (negative class).
An SVM classifier trained to separate two classes has
its output as a binary class-irrelevant geometric feature
function. The SVM classifier inputs eight binary
geometric features extracted from pairs of segments.
The first five features are identical to those for binary
class-relevant geometric feature functions except that
pairs of character patterns are replaced by pairs of
segments. The remaining three are the distance
between the left bounds, right-left bounds, and vertical
center lines between two consecutive segments.
The feature functions are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of feature functions.
f0
f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6

Type
Non-character
Unary class-relevant
Binary class-relevant
Unary class-relevant
Binary class-relevant
Unary class-irrelevant
Binary class-irrelevant

Features
None
Character shape
Bi-gram
Unary geometric
Binary geometric
Unary geometric
Binary geometric

Function
-1
MQDF
Logarithm
QDF
QDF
SVM
SVM

3. Experimental Results

Table 1. Effects of geometric feature functions (f3-6)
and non-characters (f0). Upper part: without
linguistic context; lower part: with linguistic
context.
Without f0
Feature functions
With f0
f1 f2 f3-4 f5-6
F1
CRR
F1
CRR

We evaluated the performance of our method in
experiments on horizontal character string patterns
extracted from the TUAT Kondate database, including
10,174 strings for training and 3,511 strings for test [5].
By removing the strings with pre-segmentation and
candidate class selection errors (cases that correct
segmentation points or character class labels are not
included in the candidates), 9,053 samples were
actually used for training CRF parameters.
The MQDF classifier for character recognition and
the QDF classifiers for class-relevant geometric feature
functions were trained on the TUAT Nakayosi
database [13] and Kondate database (isolated
characters in the training strings).
The two SVM classifiers for class-irrelevant
geometric feature functions, with third order
polynomial kernel, were trained on the samples
extracted from the training strings of Kondate database.
We assume that each character has at most 6
segments. The character recognizer gives 12 candidate
classes of highest scores, and the accumulated
accuracy of 12 candidate classes on the characters
(with correct segmentations given) of test strings is
99.07%, while the accuracy of the top rank is 86.26%.
The CRF parameters were estimated with NLL on
the training strings. For comparison, the normalized
path evaluation criterion [7], without the summation
nature, was trained by the MCE (minimum
classification error) method [14]. When training with
MCE, the band in beam search [7] was 5 for
normalized criterion. When testing, the beam band for

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇

〇
〇

0.8692
0.9511
0.9469
0.9743

0.6707
0.8111
0.7577
0.8415

0.8280
0.9031
0.9576
0.9730

0.6138
0.7387
0.7894
0.8444

〇
〇

0.9341
0.9734
0.9641
0.9862

0.8151
0.8965
0.8588
0.9191

0.8811
0.9605
0.9696
0.9868

0.7451
0.8754
0.8713
0.9205

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇

〇
〇

Table 2. Comparing CRF and normalized path
criterion.
Test
Training
F1 CRR T(s/str) F1 CRR T(h)
0.9862 0.9191 0.821 0.9954 0.9538 14.38
CRF
Normalized 0.9795 0.9072 1.213 0.9916 0.9429 17.29

Table 2 lists the experimental results of CRF (with
all feature functions) and the normalized path criterion
on test set and training set. On test set, T is the average
time cost (seconds per string), while on training set, T
is the training time (hours). We can see the CRF based
method outperforms the normalized path criterion
based method (trained by MCE) in terms of
segmentation measure and character recognition rate,
and costs less training and recognition time.
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With the proposed method, the string recognition
errors are caused by three sources: pre-segmentation,
candidate class selection and path evaluation. Path
evaluation is the major concern of this paper. Presegmentation error refers to the case that the border
between two characters is not included in the candidate
segmentation points. Candidate class error refers to the
case that the correct class of a character is not included
in the top ranks given by character recognizer. When
removing the pre-segmentation and candidate class
errors (guaranteeing correct segmentation points and
candidate classes), we obtained the string recognition
results in Table 3. The segmentation and recognition
accuracies are significantly higher than those in Table
2, but still leave a big room for improvement of path
evaluation fusing linguistic and geometric contexts.
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